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El Croquis 205: Sanaa [1] (2015-2020)

AV Monographs 226: Sou Fujimoto Architects 2000-2020

El Croquis Madrid 2020
ISBN 9788412003475
$ 94.30* -- Idea Code 20465

Avisa Madrid 2020
ISBN 9788409221387
$ 44.05* -- Idea Code 20333

The magazine turns its focus on the Japanese architecture powerhouse duo of Kazuyo Sejima and
Ryue Nishizawa in this instalment, examining both their collaborative and individual work over the
past five years. Accompanying its selection of fifteen featured projects are a text by architect Maki
Onishi as well as a conversation between her and the founding partners of SANAA. Notable recent
works include the new Hitachi City Hall and Naoshima Port in Honmura (SANAA), Sumida Hokusai
Museum and a new library at Japan Women’s University (Sejima), and Jining Art Museum, an office
building, and six private residences (Nishizawa).

Japanese architect Sou Fujimoto’s prolific activity since the turn of the century is the focus of this
issue. Featuring fourteen completed projects along with eleven still in progress, the selection
includes a wide range of typologies and scales in locations around the world. From earlier houses
and apartments in various Japanese cities to the Mirrored Gardens in Guangzhou, London’s
Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, and the Forest of Music in Budapest, plus a waterfront centre in
Belgrade, the High Court Lille, Open Grid learning centre in Switzerland, and the Calma Museum for
Architecture and Residences in the Philippines, it showcases Fujimoto’s forward-thinking design in
the field.
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Migrant Marseille - Architectures Of Social Segregation And Urban Inclusivity

Monu 33: Pandemic Urbanism

Ruby Press Berlin 2020
ISBN 9783944074337
$ 38.85* -- Idea Code 20464

Board Publishers Rotterdam 2020
ISBN 18603211
$ 19.35* -- Idea Code 20473

Deeply divided, with ethnic French dominating the south and a large, vibrant North African
community in the north, the city of Marseille typifies the tensions stemming from problematic
governance, a constant influx of migrants, the widespread privatisation of services, and rapid, profitdriven, and destructive post-industrial urbanisation. Examining this complex city through a series of
case studies of its built environment, this book tells of an urban reality where migration is especially
prevalent. Essays, photographs, and drawings illustrate the impact of migration on space,
architecture, and territory. But it also offers strategies for development that can support social and
spatial integration.

There is much to discuss regarding what kinds of changes and shifts the coronavirus pandemic
might bring to cities. Some of these could be spatial, subtle changes triggered by social distancing,
confinement, and lockdown measures, and others might be articulated in new modes of social
interaction and domestic activities. There will certainly be long-term effects on politics,
socioeconomics, culture, and the environment. This issue of ‘MONU’ addresses what effects
pandemics have on cities, both today and in the past, and analyses their urban impact, yet also
looks for new ideas and approaches that improve our dealings with the current situation in these
strange times.
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Volume 57: Bye Default

Log 49: Observations On Architecture And The Contemporary City

Archis Amsterdam 2020
ISBN 9789077966679
$ 25.20* -- Idea Code 20471

Anyone Corporation New York 2020
ISBN 9780999237373
$ 24.45* -- Idea Code 20332

“We need to reimagine…”, “we need to reimagine…”. How many times have we heard these 4 words
in the last 1000 zoom sessions? From coerced co-habitation to broken logistic flows, this lockeddown world is neck-deep in spatial issues. Then why are architects, masters of spatial intelligence,
left screaming their solutions underwater? For one last time, let’s not waste this crisis and dig
openly into our defaults. To debunk them, often all it takes is a: “Yes, but why?” The aftermath of
the pandemic will result in another long global transition, and architects cannot afford to waste time
feeding golden calves. Before we operate, this time we must change the default settings.

This edition of ‘Log’ takes stock of the tumultuous and confronting period that has developed in the
months since the previous edition went to press last spring. Between the ongoing global pandemic,
the Black Lives Matter protests, the Beirut explosion, and the unforgiving forces of nature, there is
almost too much to process. Where does all this upheaval leave architecture? In these times of
turmoil and introspection, ‘Log’ gathers different voices and stories to present new considerations
of collective form, and also offers a special section: The Return of Nature. With contributions by
Neeraj Bhatia, Emanuele Coccia, Sylvia Lavin, Gökhan Kodalak, Erin Manning, and others.
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A+U 599 20:08 Arata Isozaki In The 1970s: Practice And Theory

Behelfsheim - Enver Hirsch & Philipp Meuser

Shinkenchiku-sha Tokyo 2020
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Hirsch & Meuser Leipzig 2020
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This special issue on architect and urban designer Arata Isozaki has four unique features that are
usually absent in conventional overviews of his work. Firstly, only projects by Isozaki from the 1970s
are included; secondly, it features working drawings rather than design drawings; thirdly, just four
works were selected for inclusion; and finally, particular emphasis was made in the interview with
the architect to elicit his own remarks on topics pertaining to the 1970s, theory and practice, and
what was experimental about specific buildings. The chosen works are the Oita Medical Hall
Extension, Kitakyushu Central Library, West Japan General Exhibition Centre, and Kaijima House.

During and shortly after the end of the Second World War, hundreds of thousands makeshift homes
were built in and around the destroyed cities of Germany. Many were built in allotment gardens,
which were largely spared from Allied bombing. Constructed of debris or the simplest building
materials, most of these houses have since undergone a continuous structural and spatial upgrade.
But this dwelling type is slowly disappearing as Germany’s cities expand and densify. In
‘Behelfsheim’, Enver Hirsch and Philipp Meuser document the phenomenon through photographs
and historical graphics, a final acknowledgement of a temporary arrangement and its unique
materiality.
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AV Proyectos 099: Foster + Partners

Mission Blue-green
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Aalto University Helsinki 2020
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'AV Proyectos 99' devotes its dossier to Foster + Partners, covering the latest proposals the British
office is now developing in different countries, focussed all of them in the search for sustainability
and in the commitment with the future of the environment. The competition section features the
winning project, by Carmody Groarke, and the four finalists in the call to extend the Design Museum
Gent. The chapter after it includes seven buildings constructed in stone, and that show the qualities
of an ancestral material whose expressive potential, together with its durability, strength, thermal
inertia, and sustainability have turned it into one of the most highly valued among architects.

author: Elisa Lahde
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We are undeniably living in an era of enormous environmental crisis with climate change and
species extinction as the most outstanding features of it. These issues challenge our societal
systems and relationship with nature. In addition, more than half of the planet's population live in
urban areas, where environmental problems tend to culminate and where counteractive efforts
should be concentrated. How can landscape architecture solve these urgent problems? This
dissertation provides new scientific knowledge on collaborative planning and design of urban socioecological systems.
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Arquitectura Viva 226: Roldan + Berengue

Is It Good Enough...
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Linked to Barcelona, where they have their studio set up and also teach, Miguel Roldán and Mercè
Berengué think of architecture as a search for possibilities that serves both as a perusal of the
different layers of reality and an opportunity to transform it. Their buildings address the demands
specific to each and every context, over and above personal styles. This issue features three new
works in the city of Barcelona: 46 social dwellings built in a fomer Fabra & Coats plant; Espai
Bombers, an exhibition and information center made out of a 1929 construction; and Rambla 124,
the result of turning a historical hotel into a retail, office, and residential building.

author: Jeroen Van Erp
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This monograph is about developing and evaluating design concepts, and why that skill is crucial in
tackling complex problems. It shows how the strength derived from trusting your intuition can result
in concepts and solutions, for everyone from Schiphol Airport to elderly people living with dementia
and the engineers trying to rid the oceans of the ‘plastic soup’. The central message: keep asking
yourself ‘Is it good enough?’
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Raddar 2: Interiors

Purple 34: The Love Issue

T&p Publishing Paris 2020
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The COVID-19 pandemic has forced a re-examination of the architecture and design of our interiors
from a wide range of perspectives. As containment measures were imposed, the private dwelling
became central to the lives of many people worldwide; no longer a simple accumulation of furniture
and objects, the interior is an intimate, socio-cultural construction anchored in a precise moment of
space and time. A text by Swiss architect Philippe Rahm, who has long worked on climate
phenomena and is now looking at its relationship with the pandemic, is among the ten articles by
international contributors in this issue, guest edited by design historian Penny Sparke.

'Purple Fashion' is the avant-garde reference for fashion, style, and contemporary culture with the
usual big names. In the 'love issue kenzo' contributions by Camille Henrot, Virgil Abloh, Philippe
Parreno, Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Saint Laurent, and many more.
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When Skillful Participation Becomes Design: Making Clothes Together

Bottomless Bag - Na Kim

Aalto University Helsinki 2020
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author: Anja-lisa Hirscher

author: Na Kim

Design, use, and participation intersect in novel ways when a diverse community of people come
together to make clothes. Anja-Lisa Hirscher's book examines the fluidity that flourishes at these
intersections by introducing findings from three “research through design” experiments which
brought communities together to sew, upcycle, and design new garments. The study examines
concepts of skillful participation in alternative spaces of peer production and the designer’s role in
facilitating the social and material aspects of making clothes together.

Published with Na Kim’s eponymous solo exhibition at the Seoul Museum of Art, which is dedicated
to letting children explore the artist’s visual language through works in various mediums, this book
offers a better understanding of those works and her oeuvre as a whole. The title, ‘Bottomless
Bag’, is borrowed from the mysterious bag in the animated film ‘Inside Out’. The bag contains
endless odds and ends belonging to the main character, which link her to her memories. It also
recalls the “Object Bag”, which was widely used for educational purposes in elementary schools in
Korea during the 1980s. As such, the exhibition becomes Na Kim’s bag containing her collection of
work.
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Shame! And Masculinity

In/search Re/search - Imagining Scenarios Through Art And Design

Valiz Amsterdam 2020
ISBN 9789492095923
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Valiz Amsterdam 2020
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author: Ernst Van Alphen Ed.

author: Gabrielle Kennedy Ed.

Since the #MeToo movement, the masculine exercise of power has been closely scrutinised. The
focus on “toxic” masculinity impacts our perception of male sexuality, which substantially influences
the self-image and self-esteem of men. Men are being shamed by others, and they also feel
ashamed. This book explores both positions, examining the representation of male sexuality, nudity,
fatherhood, violence, rape, fascism and virility, and men and war from male as well as female
perspectives. It presents artworks that deal with the intricacies and contradictions of these
sociocultural constructs and realities, and combines scholarly essays with short stories and personal
testimonies.

Solid research skills are crucial for artists and designers hoping to contribute viable and alternative
ways of thinking to counter neoliberalism. This volume presents projects that shift the perspective,
alter understanding, and open up new possibilities in the quest to discover what is not yet known or
understood. This research strives for a more transdisciplinary way forward, outside the bubbles of
graduation shows, gallery openings, and funding cycles. The projects are structured into twelve
topical themes, each embedded in a recent news story that positions how that topic is approached
by mainstream media. Responses from various academic contributors conclude each chapter.
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Body Language - The Body In Medieval Art

Hans Ulrich Obrist & Cesar Paternosto
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author: Wendelien Van Welie-vink

In this interview directed by Han Ulrich Obrist, César Paternosto revisits his career as a painter with
passion and sincerity. With an introduction by Lucy R. Lippard.

Saints walking around headless, vagina-shaped wounds and a Jesus being crushed like a grape:
welcome to medieval man’s intriguing perception of the world. Thanks to a growing fixation on the
body and body parts, some of the works of art created in the late Middle Ages meet with amazement
and sometimes incomprehension today. How should we, from our position in the present, look at
these works of art from so long ago? 'Body Language' introduces you to the role of the body in
devotion in the late Middle Ages (1300-1500) and to the surprising/sometimes bizarre works of art
associated with it.
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Yuya Tsukahara + Contact Gonzo - Watching You Surf On Beautiful Accidents

Gerhard Richter

Les Presses Du Reel Dijon 2020
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author: Yuya Tsukahara

author: Suzanne Page

This catalogue is published in conjunction with the first presentation in France of work by contact
Gonzo, a Japanese performance collective hailing from Osaka and founded by Yuya Tsukahara in
2006. Tsukahara’s performances are characterised by jarring physical contact, oftentimes
suggestive of street fighting or butoh dance forms. Just as Hunter S. Thompson, pioneer of gonzo
journalism, rejected the conventions of the written press, contact Gonzo nonchalantly transgresses
the codes of contemporary dance. Starting with a presence on YouTube, where it posted raw and
resolutely amateurish videos of performances in public space, the collective quickly made a name
for itself.

The Fondation Louis Vuitton has always held a particular interest for Gerhard Richter, who has
become one of the standout artists of its collection. Deeply engaged with modern history painting,
his art has been reinventing painting’s modalities and finalities since the 1960s, pushing frontiers in
the vocabulary of figurative and geometrical abstraction. With this monograph, the Fondation
presents numerous works by Richter from the collection. The selection includes examples from the
‘Strip’ and ‘Flow’ series, as well as more recent series of lacquer-painted photographs. The
artworks are accompanied by an interview with Richter by Dieter Schwarz and essay by Philippe
Dagen.
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Flower And Bird Sketches By Kiriu Kaisha - The Early Meiji Crafts Initiative

An Introduction To Ukiyo-e

Mitsumura Suiko Shoin Kyoto 2019
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$ 35.30* -- Idea Code 20455

Kiryu Kosho Kaisha was founded in 1873 by Japan’s Meiji government, following the great success
of the Japanese exhibit at the Vienna World Exhibition in 1873. Over the next two decades, the
company commissioned decorative works from many talented craftspeople as an integral part of
Japan’s blossoming export craft industry, much of it destined for Western markets. This volume
reproduces myriad true-to-life sketches of flowers and birds (the genre known as ‘kacho-e’). With
their delicate lines and subtle hues, the collection of drawings attests to the exceptional level of
artistry supported by Kiryu Kosho Kaisha during the Meiji period.

author: Hinohara Kenji
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This book explores the fascinating world of ukiyo-e, and specifically ukiyo-e prints, from three
perspectives: the artists, the themes depicted, and the techniques employed to create these prints.
This bilingual volume is intended as an introduction to ukiyo-e, featuring carving and printing
techniques, tools and processes. A helpful guide for English readers but also for Japanese readers
who might find it helpful in communicating the allure of ukiyo-e to people in other cultures.
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Urushi - Tradition And Innovation

Dafna Talmor - Constructed Landscapes

Tokyo Bijutsu Tokyo 2018
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Fw: Books Amsterdam 2020
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Japan is renowned worldwide for its traditional crafts. 'Urushi' (lacquer), with its history of more than
1300 years and remarkable development of technique, is particularly noteworthy. This exhibition
celebrates the 35th anniversary of the first 'Japan Traditional Urushi Works Exhibition'. The
exhibition provides a comprehensive overview, ranging from artists from the Edo period to the new
generation of urushi artists whose innovations are shaping traditional Urushi's future.

author: C. Smyth, O. Smith, S. Mavlian E.a.
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‘Constructed Landscapes’ is an ongoing project by photographer Dafna Talmor that consists of
landscapes created through a process of collaged and montaged colour negatives shot in different
locations. While reconfiguring the images, she generates a space that defies specificity; transient
landscapes that blur place, memory, and time in a conflation of reality and the imaginary. These
reference historical processes, such as early pictorialist tendencies of combination printing and
modernist experiments with the materiality of film, yet her work also engages with contemporary
discourses on manipulation, the analogue/digital divide, and the effects these have on
photography’s status.
210 p, ills colour, 24 x 28 cm, pb, English
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Hayahisa Tomiyasu - Silver Leipzig | Yokohama

Ruth Van Beek - Eldorado

Everyedition Zurich 2020
ISBN 9783952489468
$ 40.30* -- Idea Code 20401

Van Zoetendaal Publishers Amsterdam 2020
ISBN 9789072532480
$ 38.75* -- Idea Code 20452

Hayahisa Tomiyasu decided to photograph parked silver cars in two cities: Yokohama and Leipzig.
In the series ‘Silver’, he arranges the images he took over the course of a couple of years as pairs
of similar models. Oftentimes the make and year of the cars is almost identical. Interestingly, in his
arrangement the parked cars always face each other, because Japan and Germany have opposing
rules when it comes to the direction of traffic. The result is a rather subtle portrayal of cultural
differences, which otherwise would recede into the background of what might come across as
standard street photographs.

Ruth van Beek uses the established visual codes of photography to guide viewers into a belief in the
incredible rarity or importance of the depicted object, even when that object is unidentifiable. From a
growing archive of found photographic material, she arranges images in constantly changing ways.
Specialist books and magazines from the 1950s, ’60s, and ’70s are the primary source for her odd
and playful collages, with subjects such as tending bonsai trees, caring for cacti, and the Japanese
art of flower arranging. Van Beek cuts and folds, adding paper shapes painted with watercolours
and forging often unsettling or comical visual connections between the images.

52 p, ills bw, 28 x 21 cm, hb, English

88 p, ills colour, 16 x 23 cm, pb, English
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Ed Van Der Elsken - Feest

Daido Moriyama: Record 44

Nai010 Publishers Rotterdam 2020
ISBN 9789462086074
$ 25.20* -- Idea Code 20467

Akio Nagasawa Tokyo 2020
ISBN
$ 39.80* -- Idea Code 20271

Around 1960, Ed van der Elsken (1925-1990) put together a photobook on the theme of "feest"
(feast). Drawing from both old and new work, he produced a design that is a sequence of festive
occasions: fun, celebration, dancing, music, fairs, carnivals, excitement, and euphoria, but also
drunkenness and exhaustion in the wee hours. He combined the individual photographs into
sparkling and rhythmical pairings, so that a genuine sense of joy emanates from the pages. At the
time, for reasons unknown, the design was left on the shelf.

As with practically everything else in 2020, the publication of this instalment of ‘Record’ was
delayed by the global pandemic. And as people were being told to stay inside and “telework”
became the buzzword in many countries, it occurred to Daido Moriyama that what he does for a
living would probably have to be called “footwork”. So he grabbed his camera and a face mask and
went out into the streets. Naturally, there was only a scattering of people about, and most shops
were shuttered, so it felt to him sort of like walking through open movie sets. This volume, however,
contains a selection of other pictures taken shortly before and up to the time when the coronavirus
hit.

224 p, ills bw, 12 x 18 cm, pb, English

ills bw, 21 x 28 cm, pb, Japanese/English
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Lisa Sudhibhasilp - No Thanks, I'm Just Looking

Claudia Reinhardt - Widows

Building Fictions Amsterdam 2020
ISBN 9789082771220
$ 41.35* -- Idea Code 20429

The Green Box Berlin 2020
ISBN 9783962160050
$ 37.60* -- Idea Code 20433

Born out of her fascination for shop displays, Lisa Sudhibhasilp imagined an exhibition in a
hardware store. Improvising a series of sculptural interventions in situ, the artist played with existing
display structures, proposing the hardware store as a place where the display of materiality can be
contemplated like works of art in exhibition spaces. Photographer Johannes Schwartz documented
the artist’s ephemeral installations and the existing fixtures and fittings, creating a portrait of the
store.

“I have always been fascinated by the dark bedrooms with their heavy oak matrimonial beds, the
living rooms that were never used (at most when visitors from outside came), and the kitchens that
had to be always spick and span and tidy. Symbols of a German childhood. Mirrors of a war
generation that will soon no longer exist. For several years I visited more than thirty widows and
photographed in their apartments. In my native town of Viernheim in southern Hesse, in Berlin,
Hamburg, in the Ruhrpott and in Norway. I worked with a medium format camera, a cumbersome
technique that gave me time and required a lot of patience." Claudia Reinhardt.

208 p, ills colour, 23 x 34 cm, pb, English
64 p, ills colour, 24 x 32 cm, pb, German/English
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Chantal Rens - That's When Walls Are Thin
Edition Taube Munich 2020
ISBN 9783945900482
$ 103.35* -- Idea Code 20413
Chantal Rens creates analogue cut-and-paste collages that allow us to peer into a parallel universe.
The images appear to be photographs, and yet we are left searching for familiar or direct points of
reference. The space in which the people, animals, and landscapes exist is somehow different.
‘That’s when walls are thin’ is a limited edition folder of fifteen prints, a series Rens created
between 2010 and 2020. Comprised of material extracted from Dutch magazines of the 1930s
through the 1960s, the collages might induce a nostalgic yearning for a simpler world that does not
exist. Yet the temporal displacement is a reminder that nothing was ever perfect, and it never will be.
15 , ills colour & bw, 25 x 30 cm, folder, English
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